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More tips, training and CUAs...
As the Australian Disability Enterprise (ADE) initiative continues to
evolve, we take a look at the impact a Metropolitan Cemeteries Board
contract is having on both the agency and the ADE.
Need a new tablet or mobile device? Have a site that requires
reticulated gas? The Common Use Arrangement (CUA) schedule
tells you which new CUAs are in place and what's in store for 2015.
Last but not least, we give you some tips and tricks on how to
evaluate a tender efficiently. Read on to find out how you can ensure
your agency gets what it needs from a contract.
MCB helps build diverse skills at disability enterprise
Western Australia Government agencies continue to embrace the
ADE initiative.
Tricks of the trade: Evaluate your way to success
An evaluation, or eval, is a key component to making sure your
agency gets its good or service and value-for-money. Find out what
we recommend on how to ensure this happens.

Procurement training
Whether you are a government
buyer or a procurement
professional, Government
Procurement offers a range of
training courses and
workshops for you.
Upcoming Procurement
Vocational Program modules
can be found on the Finance
website.
The popular Better Buying
session is being held on 26
May. If you can’t attend the
session it is now also available
online. This free, one-hour
module is for government
employees new to purchasing
and those wanting to keep up to
date with procurement policies
and practices.

2015 CUA schedule
Find out what CUAs are now live, or under redevelopment and being
released this year.

Contact us: If there is anything you would like to see in future editions of Procurement Matters, or if you
have any questions, contact the GP Business Development Team who will be only too happy assist.

